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Digital Transformation is kind of like this…



Digital transformation is everywhere: disruption is the new normal



“Banking is essential. Banks are not.” Bill Gates

Pingit Mobile Bank



Digital darwinism, fuelled by hyper-efficiency: disrupt or be disrupted.



Are you digitally contestible?



Digital transformation: can you ‘flip the VUCA’?

Velocity 
Unorthodoxy 
Collaboration 
Awesomeness



Facing exponential challenges and opportunities



   The Future is happening exponentially  faster :  
‘Wait and see’ really means ‘Please make me irrelevant’

Skype realtime translation video via Youtube



Does better, cheaper, faster technology make humans less relevant?



Someone inside your organisation needs to think and act like a startup



Digital transformation often includes crossing the valley of death… so: 
a) take water b) buy or build bridges c) have a clear picture of future



Reviewing our assumptions is becoming crucial
Via Michael Moriz / Sequioa Capital, via LinkedIn

Assume less, discover more
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Do you have time to design your future?





Imagine wearable computing devices replacing smart phones…

Moto Android wear via Google and Youtube



Mobile & Wearables: Extensions of Man and Outsourced Brains



Google Keep video via Youtube

Intelligent 
Everything



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Machines: yes they can! *



“Software is eating the world” *Marc Andreessen



Business Intelligence (BI) goes warp-drive

Via SAP on Youtube



Big Data is a huge opportunity but  
don’t confuse the possibilities with the purpose!



Big Data is great - but ‘Big Brother / Big Machine’ is not



Yet, the most basic humanness is still way beyond even the smartest robots: 
???  After the holidays, the scale is my enemy ???



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/

“Machines are for answers, humans are for questions”
*Kevin Kelly



The future of Marketing and Advertising: Interaction before Transaction



SoLoMo+Cloud: 
Utility 

Engagement  
Convenience 
Transparency 

Trust



Designing to disrupt (yourself and others) will also 
help you to build that bridge to your own future





GerdCloud (all DLs) 
www.gerdcloud.com

TheFutureShow 
www.thefutureof.tv

My site (PDFs!) 
www.futuristgerd.com

http://www.gerdcloud.com
http://www.thefutureof.tv
http://www.futuristgerd.com


Thanks for your time and attention!

Keynote design template via Van Mensvoort, Next Nature Network



HUMANIZE 
TECHNOLOGY

ALWAYS ASK ‘WHY’

 DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: DISRUPT OR BE…

PRACTICE EXPONENTIAL THINKING

DESIGN TO DISRUPT
THE KEY TRENDS

UPGRADE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

INTERACTION B4 TRANSACTION

TAKE A HYBRID  
APPROACH

Trust is the only currency !


